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A quantitative description of chemical processes and. enthalpy changes in the 
pressed Eutal glass batch of 3-4 % initial humidity that was heated in the 
atream of natural gas combustion products in the range of (25 °0 800 °C) is pre
aented in this paper. During heating water is released from H3B03 and. kaolin 
and. approximately 67 % of CO2 escape from dolomite and. calcite by thermic de
composition. Interaction among components gradually generates calcium borates 
(primarily CaO. B203 , 2 CaO. 3 B203 , 2 CaO. B203), aluminium borates 
(9 Ah03 • 2 B20,, 2 AhOJ . B201), 2 MgO . B203, CaO . 2 AhOJ, MgO, CaO, 
etc. Tranaition of B203 to the bound. state (at 800 °0 free B203 is not present 
in the batch) decreases B203 leakage from the batch that is caused by reactive 
escaping in water steam. A total heat consumption for heating the batch and. for 
reactiona in it was estimated as Ah (<25 °0, 800 °0>) = 1630 - 1670 kJ. kg-•. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the second part of this paper a quantitative description of chemical processes 
and enthalpy changes in the pressed Eutal glass batch gradually heated from 25 °C 
to 800 °C in a stream of an approximate composition of natural gaseous products 
is presented. A phase and enthalpy analysis has been worked out on the basis of 
the mass balance of the gases escaping from batch owing to chemical reactions 
and thermic decomposition of some batch components in the process of heating 
the batch. Further methods were used also (above all X-ray, DTA and DSC 
analyses). Results of the mass balance of the gaseous products escaping from the 
batch in the range of 25 °C to 800 °C are presented in the first part of the paper. 

On the one hand the aim of the following exploration of chemical processes and 
enthalpy changes in the process of heating the Eutal batch was to consider the 
possibility of using the combustion product enthalpy for pre-heating a batch 
charge before its insertion into the melting aggregate. It was, on the other hand, 
a chemical evaluation of the process in the heated batch and its relation to an 
escape of B2 03 from the batch as a consequence of a reaction with water steam 
(reactive evaporation). 

The composition of the batch for the Eutal glass is .in Table I (column 1). This 
is a classical batch composition for Eutal glass production at the fy Skloplast 
in Trnava. A component giving B2 03 is the trihydrogenboric acid H3B03 , a syntetic 
raw-material that b3sides having other advantages, is of a high degree of purity, 
that guarrantees homogenity of the produced glass. A disadvantage in it, however, 
is that structurally bound water that is released takes along with it molecules 
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of H3B03 and HBO� in a gaseous phase. An escape of B203 from batch makes 
kaolin also disadvantageous because it releases water by thermal decomposition 
in the temperature range of 450 C to 700 °C. From' this point of view it is neces
sary to explore the possibilities of how the raw-material composition of the Eutal 
glass batch could advantageously be modified by some other technically available 
compounds, that would contain CaO, MgO, or Ah03 , to increase within the given 
temperature range the reaction intensity of these compounds with H3B03 producing 
borates and thus decreasing the free B203 content. 

2. CHEMICAL REAC TIONS .IN THE PRESSED EUTAL GLASS BATCH

WITHIN THE RANGE OF 25 °C T O  800 °C 

The most reactive components of the observed composition batch for the Eutal 
glass are H3B03 and its dehydratation products (HB02 , B203). Already at room 
temperature H3B03 reacts with CaC03 in the batch. The reaction produces hydrates 
of calcium borates with a considerable prevalence of the CaO . 3 B203 . 4 H20 
phase. The batch stored in a closed place for a few days (about 6) has its H3B03 

already reacted off. 
The water that is released from the rea<'tion makes the batch grow damp, 

increasing volume so that the batch tablets are deformed and begin to fall apart. 
In the following report· we present the reactions that were gradually in process 
in the heated batch just after its pressing under the conditions presented in the 
first part of this paper. The values of the specific reaction enthalpies 11hr , that are 
valid for 1 kg of the glass batch, were computed with the use of tables [1, 2] 
on the basis of the phase analysis of the samples heated in the given temperature 
range. Some of estimates of the 11hr values were also estimated by direct measure• 
ment of the reaction heat in the DSC calorimeter in the temperature range of 
25 °C to 700 °C. 

H20 (l) evaporates at 100 °C. The humidity of the batch is 3-4 mass% (that 
is the natural humidity and the additional humidity for making the batch easily 
pressable). 

The water evaporation can be described by the following scheme: 

11hr = 70 - 95 kJ . kg-1. (1) 

The H3B03 decomposes into boric oxide B203 in about 120-250 °C range. 
This process can be described by the following equations [3]: 

H3B03 -+ HB02 + H20 ll.t = 120 - 170 °C, (2) 

2 H3B03 (s) -+ 1.16 HB02 (s) + 2.42 H20 (g) + 0.42 B203 (am) t = 170 °C, (3) 

HB02 (s) -+ 0.5 B203 (am) + 0.5 H20 (g) ll.t = 170 - 250 °C. (4) 

The sum of the reaction enthalpies is 11hr R:I 160 kJ . kg-1• 

Both forms of boric acid and the produced B203 react in a low degree with the 
original CaC03 generating calcium borates in the range of 25 °C to 400 °C. With 
regard to a content of water in the system there are hydrates of calcium borates 
that may lose their hydrate water primarily in the range of 300 °C to 400 °C. 

In a simplified way the origin of calcium borates at 300 °C can be described as 
follows: 
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14 HB02 + 4 CaC03 -+ CaO . B203 . xH20 + CaO . 3�B203 . yH20 +
+ 2 CaO . 3 B203 . zH20 + 4 CO2 + (7-x-y-z)HzO. (5} 

The numbers of the crystal water molecules x = 2, y = 1, z = 1 were taken on the 
basis of the TG curves analysis at 200 °C. From the shape of the TG and DT A curves 
[Fig. 2., 3., paper I] one can presume that the dehydratation of calcium borates 
runs up to 400 °C. The total sum Ahr of the reaction enthalpies concerned with the 
origin of hydrates of calcium borates and their dehydratation is estimated to be 
50 kJ. kg-1. From X-ray analysis of samples of pre-heated binary system lime
stone-H3B03 and of Eutal glass batch, stored the same time at 25 °C and than 
heated, it follows, that the CaO . 3 B203 . xH20 component reacts with CaC03 
from about 200 °C producing CaO . B203 . nH20 and 2 CaO . 3 B203 . 

Within the whole temperature range (25 °C, 800 °C) the condensed boric oxide 
B203 reacts with water steam generating gaseous compounds H3B03 (g) and 
HB02 (g) or an escape of the condensed boric acid out of the batch takes place 
(look at the first part of the paper). 

The total reaction enthalpy value Ahr concerned with the transition of H3B03 (s), 
HB02 (s) and B203 ( cond.) into the gaseous forms of boric acid in the (25 °C, 800 °C) 
range was estimated to be 118 kJ. kg-1. 

Boric oxide melts at 450 °C and the dehydratation of kaolinite (illite) that is 
present in the system starts approximately at the same temperature by the follow
ing equations: 

A}z03 . 2 Si02 . 2 H20 -+ Al203 . 2 Si02 + 2 H20 Ahr � 325 kJ . kg-1. (6)

The originating metakaolinite Ah03 . 2 Si02 reacts with B203 (l) producing alumi
nium borates 9 A}z03 . 2 B203 and 2 Ah03 . B203 as the following approximate 
scheme describes: 

11 (Alz03 . 2 Si02) + 3 B203 -+ 9 AJi03 . 2 B203 + 2 A}z03 . B203 + 22 SiOz. (7) 

The contents of the both reaction products in the (600 °C, 800 °C) range were 
determined: 

a) on the basis of the quantitative phase analysis results in the system kaolinite -
H3BOJ that was heated under almost the same conditions as the complete batch; 

b) by using the value of the total reaction heat measured in the DSC calorimeter
Ahr= 160-170 kJ. kg-1. This value is different from the expected value of 
enthalpy 320-330 kJ . kg-1 describing the decomposition of kaolinite present 
in the system. The difference between the both values of Ahr, equal to -160 kJ • 
. kg-1 is due to exothermic reaction, in the range of 500 °C to 600 °C (above all 
to origination of both aluminium borates.). Their mass in the system was calculated 
with the use of stechiometry owing to knowledge of mass fraction of decomposed 
kaolin; 

c) by supposing that B203 tends to generate both aluminium borates to the same
extent. On this assumption the content of 9 Aii03 . 2 B203 is two times higher 
than of 2 A}z03 . B203 in the batch which is proved by X-ray analysis of both 
phases in the observed systems. The total reaction enthalpy concerned with the 
originating of 9 A}z03 • 2 B203 and 2 A}z03 . B203 in the (500 °C, 700 °C) range is 
estimated to be Ahr = (-110)-(-120) kJ . kg-1. 

In the (600 °C, 700 °C) range the mass fraction of carbon dioxide CO2, released 
as a consequence of a reaction CaC03 with B203 , increased from 1.4 mass % to 
2.8 mass % . Because the mass fraction w(CaO) (in undecomposed calcium carbo-
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nate)/w(B203) at 600 °C is approximately 2 : 1, the further generating of 2 CaO . 
. B203 with the increase of temperature can be supposed as this scheme describes: 

2 CaC03 + B203 - 2 CaO . B203 + 2 CO2 

11hr � 15 kJ . kg-1 for flt = 600 - 700 °C. 

(8) 

5i A presence of 2 CaO . B203 in the system at 700 °C and 800 °0 was proven J:>y 
X-ray analysis. The generating of 2 CaO . B203 also follows from the shape of the
DTA curves.

Dolomite that didn't reacted in lower temperatures starts to disintegrate ther
mally at 700 °0 according to the scheme: 

CaC03 . MgC03 � CaC03 + MgO + CO2 11hr � 79 kJ . kg-1. (9) 

CaC03 produced in the reaction reacts first with the rest of B203 and Al203 . 2 Si02 

and to a low extent with Si02 (X-ray analysis of the experimental tablets heated 
at 800 °C proved the presence of 2 CaO. Si02 and 2 MgO. Si02). 

The products of decomposed dolomite react with boric oxide B203 as follows: 
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Fig. 1. The maBB balance of B203 in the preased Eutal glass batch heated in the atream of natural gaa 
combuation producta 

a) the content of free B203 verBUB temperature, b) the content of bounded B203 verBUB temperature,
c) the B203 loaa from presaed batch versua temperature.
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respectively 

CaCOJ + CaO . B203 -+ 2 CaO . B203 + CO2 
and 

Ahr � 12 kJ . kg-1 (11) 

Ahr � -3 kJ . kg-1. (12) 

From the shape of the TG and DTA curves (first part of the paper, Fig. 2; 3) 
it follows that the free B203 (cond.) is present in the batch up to approximately 
750 °C. In the observed temperature range <25 °C, 800 °C) all boric oxide passes 
to a bound state in the form of calcium, aluminium and magnesium borates. 
A beneficial result of dissapearing of the free B203 from the system is an expected 
decrease or a total suppression of B203 escape with the further temperature increase 
(first part of the paper, Fig. 4, curve a - the tablets were heated in the combustion 
products; curve b - the tablets were heated in pure N2). A certain loss of B203 is 
observed in the range between 700 °C and 800 °C (part one, Fig. 4., curve a). The 
loss is probably due to the hydrolysis of borates in the moist combustion product 
atmosphere. 

In Fig. 1, curve a and b illustrate the graphical dependence of the content 
of free B203 versus temperature and of the content of bound B203 versus tem
perature respectively. Curve c illustrates the temperature dependence of the loss 
of B203 by reactive escaping from the batch. From X-ray analysis they have 
found that metakaolinite Ah03 • 2 Si02 reacts with CaC03 above 600 °C generating 
CaO. 2 Ah03 as the following equation describes: 

CaCOJ + 2 (Ah03 . 2 Si02) -+ · CaO . 2 Ah03 + 4 Si02 + CO2 (13) 

Ahr � -50 kJ . kg-1 ' for At = 600-800 °C. 

The loss of CO2 at 800 °C proves that about 90 % of dolomite decomposed under 
the given conditions. Between 700 °C and 800 °C CaO is also produced . by the 
thermic decomposition of CaC03 (produced through the decomposition of dolomite) 

CaC03 -+ CaO + CO2 Ahr � 57 kJ . kg-1• (14) 

3. PHASE AN AL YSIS AND ENTHALPY BALANCE OF THE PROCESS

IN THE PRESSED BATCH IN THE TEMPERATURE RANGE

OF 25 °C TO 800 °C 

Using the results which ensued from the analyses described in the first part of the 
paper, probable mass fraction values of the compounds present in the heated 
system were estimated. A total quantitative phase analysis of the pressed Eutal 
batch in the range of (25 °C, 800 °C) is presented in Table I. 

A total enthalpy balance of the process during the heating of the pressed batch 
for the Eutal glass in the temperature range of (25 °C, 800 °C) is given in the 
Table II. The calculations were done using the enthalpies of formation of batch 
components and reaction products from thermodynamic tables [1] and [2] and 
were supported by the values of the calorimetric measured reaction enthalpies 
concerned with the reaction in the heated Eutal batch and its subsystems. The 
total amount of enthalpy of the batch heated in temperature intervals of 25 °C 
was figured out from the reaction scheme 

Ah((25 °0, t)) = L mt(t) . hr(i, pr, t) - L mi(25 °0) . hr(j, r, 25 °C); (15) 
i j 
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i, pr is the i-th p].'.oduct component of the heated batch; 
j, r, is the j-th component of the original batch; 
m,, <J> is the mass of the i-th (j-th) component in 1 kg of the batch; 

ht( i(j) t) is the enthalpy of formation of the t(j)-th component. 

A total consumption of enthalpy (dh((25 °C, 800 °0)) = 1630-1670 kJ. kg-1) 
for heating the Eutal batch up to 800 °0 is approximately one half of the value 
3350-3790 kJ . kg-1 that represents a theoretical consumption of melting heat 
of the Eutal glass batch [4]. 

· Table I

The quantitative phase analysis of the pressed Eutal glass batch the.t was heated between 
2/i ·c and 800 °C 

Raw•me.terial 

t{°C 25 I 200 I 300 

Band 23.7 23.7 23.7 
Kaolin 30.7 30.7 30.7 
Limeatone 15.2 14.4 12.8 
Dolomite 13.l 13.l 13.l
IIJB03 12.2 
CaF2 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Na2SO, 0.3 0.3 0.3 
HJO(l) F1:1 3.0 

Reaction products 

,re 200 I 300 

HBOJ 2.8 
B2 03 3.3 4.5 
CaO . 3 Ba03 . liJO 0.5 
CaO • Bi03 • 2 H20 0.5 
CaO • B203 • 0.5 HJ O 1.6 
CaO. B2 03 

2 CaO . 3 B2 03 . H2 0 0.6 2.1 
2 CaO. 3 B203 

2 CaO. B203 
Al203 . 2 Si02 

9 Alz03 . 2 Ba03 

2 AhOJ. B203 

f3-Si02 
CaO. 2 Al203 

2Mg0. Ba03 

CaO 
MgO 
H20 for pressing 3 3 
H20 from H3B03 4.4 4.9 
H20 from kaolin 
CO2 0.3 1.0 
H3B03(g) 0.3 0.4 
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(m(i, t)/mo(to))/% 

I 400 

23.7 
30.7 
12.5 
13.1 

1.9 
0.3 

I 400 

3.9 

1.6 

2.2 

3 
5.1 

I.I

0.9 

I 500 I 
23.7 
22.7 
11.8 
13.1 

1.9 
0.3 

-�( ,. t)
/o/cmo(t) 0 

I 500 I 

3.0 

2.1 

2.5 

6.9 

3 
4.8 
1.1 

1.4 
1.6 

600 I 700 I 800 

23.7 23.7 23.7 
8.0 4.1 4.1 

11.8 8.6 8.6 
13.1 13.l 1.2 

1.9 1.9 1.9 
0.3 0.3 0.3 

600 I 700 I 800 

2.7 1.2 

2.1 2.6 2.6 

2.5 2.5 2.5 
2.0 3.3 

16.9 12.2 9.6 
l.3 3.0 3.0 
0.5 1.5 2.0 
1.8 5.8 7.2 

1.5 3.0 
1.9 
2.1 
1.6 

3 3 3 
4.8 4.8 4.6 
2.6 3.7 3.7 
1.4 2.8 8.1 
1.6 1.6 1.8 
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Table II 

The temperature dependences of increases of the pressed Eutal glass batch enthalpy 

tf°C I 200 I 300 I 400 500 600 I 700 800 

L M{i(cond))/(kJ . kg-1) 225 306 382 503 562 665 676 
i 

� M{i(g))/(kJ. kg-1) 25 46 69 100 142 192 271 
i 

� Ahr(i<25 °C, t))/(kJ. kg-1) 242 294 340 451 561 562 696 
i 

M(<25 °c, t))/(kJ. kg-1) 492 646 791 1054 1265 14.19 1643 

4 Ah(i(cond)) - the heat content of the i-th condensed component. in I·kg of ·the heated 
' batch. 
4 Ah(i(g)) - the heat content increase of the i-th gaseous component that was generated 
, as a reaction product in the heated batch. 
L Ah,(i(25 °C, t>) - the totalreaction enthalpy of 1 kg of the batch in the interval of (<25 °C, t) ). 

i 

.Ah 

kJkg"1 

1400 

1000 

600 

200 

0 200 400 600 800 

Fig. 2. The enthal.py change of preaae,d Eutal glass batch heated within 25-800 °C 
• - the total enthal.py change versus temperature, O - the change of heat content of system (without 

reaction enthalpy), D - the ruulta a/paper [5). 

In Fig. 2. the curve with the experimental data (the full circles) represents 
the temperature dependence of total theoretical heat consumption for heating 
of the pressed Eutal batch, and the curve denoted by the empty circles represents 
the one of the enthalpy change of the whole system ( condensed and gaseous 
components and with• exclusion of reaction heats) of the heated batch versus 
temperature. On the curve denoted by the empty squares there are three heat 
consumption values that are needed for heating 5 kg of the pressed batch by the 
natural gas combustion products. Considerably higher values of heat consumption 
in (5) can at first be explained by a high degree of reacting off in the batch during 
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experimental heatings of particular tablets under the laboratory conditions, further 
by a higher degree of humidity of the tablets and by including all batch components 
(gaseous products also) in the enthalpy balance calculation. 

4. CONCLUSION

From the given results it follows that pre-heating the glass batch of Eutal outside 
the melting aggregate using the combustion products is a real possibility of utilizing 
combustion products waste heat. The combustion products composition, however, 
brings disadvantages as follows: The content of water vapour about 20 % evokes 
the increasing of evaporation of the free B203 in comparision with an anhydrous 
atmosphere. Furthermore a mechanical processing of the glass batch is necessary 
because the combustion products stream during heating would make dehomogenity 
in a loose batch. The moist atmosphere, however, accelerates the B203 transition 
to a bound state in the form of calcium, aluminium and magnesium borates. It also 
positively catalyzes further reactions between the batch components when con
densed and gaseous product originate. A considerably high degree of the B203 
leakage from the given composition batch during its heating in the combustion 
products stream can be decreased by replacing CaC03 with CaO that has a higher 
capability to react with the batch components than CaC03• 

In case of technological use of the results that are presented in both parts of the 
paper, the generated boric oxide B203 (and also SOx and NxO

y 
oxides) will be 

cap.tured in the pre-heating equipment. 
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BILANCIA CHEMICKYCH, FAZOVYCH A ENTALPICKYCH ZMIEN 
V PREDHRIEVANOM LI SOVANOM KMENI PRE SKLO EUTAL. II. 

Maria Eliasova, *Milan Kosecky, Maria Rekei'1ova, Ivo Proks 

(:atav arwrganickej chemie SA V, Dubravska 5, 842 36 Bratislava 
*Vyskumny a vyvojovy ustav sklarsky, tr. SNP 20, 912 50 Trencin

Na zaklade vysledkov hmotnostnej bilancie plynnych reakcnycfi produktov a s pouzitim 
dalsfoh analytickych met6d (rtg- a DSC-analyza, DTA, at6mova spektralna analyza) je vypra
covany kvantitativny opis chemickych dejov a entalpickych zmien v lisovanom kmeni pre sklo 
Eutal, zahrievanom v prude plynov zlozenia spalin zemneho plynu v intervale <25 °C, 800 °C> 
rychlostou zmeny teploty 10 °C . min-1. Pri zahrevoch jednotlivych vyliskov kmena Eutal 

, v danych laborat6rnych podmienkach sa termickym rozkladom uvolnila prakticky vsetka struk-
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turne viazaM voda z H3B03 a z kaolinu a asi 67 % oxidu uhliciteho C02(g) z dolomitu a vapenca 
Reakciami zloziek obsahujucich b6r s niektorymi zlozkami vznikaju v zahrievanom kmeni 
v celom teplotnom rozsahu boritany vapenate, predovsetkym CaO. B203 , 2 CaO. 3 Bl03 

a 2 CaO. B203 • Pri teplotach natl 500 °C vznikaju boritany hlinite 9 Ah03• 2 B203 a 2 AhOa . 
. Bl03 a pri teplotach natl 700 °C sa tvoria fli.zy 2 MgO . B203 , CaO . 2 Ah03 , MgO, CaO a i. 
Prechodom voineho B203 do viazanej formy sa znizuju jeho straty z kmena, vznikajuce reaktiv
nym prchanim ucinkom vodnej pary. Odhad celkovej hodnoty prirastku entalpie, potrebnej 
na ohrev lisovaneho kmena Eutal s 3-4% pociatocnou vlhkosfou a na reakcie prebiehajuce 
v nom v rozmedzi 25-800 °C v danych podmienkach, !:,,.h (<25 °C, 800 °C)) = 1630-1670k,J. kg-1• 

Obr. 1. Hmotnostna bilanr.ia B203 vo vyliskoch kmdia pre sklo Eutal zahrievanych v prude apalin 
zemneho plynu 
a) graf teplotnej zavislosti obsahu volneho B203 vo vyliskoch,
b) graf teplotnej zavislosti B203 chemicky viazaneho vo forme boritanov vo vyliskoch,
c) graf teplotnej zavislosti straty B203 do okolia vylisku.

Obr. 2. Teplotna zavislost zmeny entalpie kmena pre sklo Eutal zahrievaneho v rozmedzi 25-800 °0. 
e - celkova zmena entalpie, O - zmena tepelneho obsahu s�tavy (bez reakcnej entalpie)-
0 - vysledky prace [5]. 

BAJIAHC X HM 1'J l-lECI01X, <DA30 B blX H SH TA Jib II lfqECIOIX 
IIPEBPA�EHM:0: B II O,[(OrPE BAEMOfi OTIIPECCOBAHH0:0: 
CTEKJIO'.\lACCE, IIPE ,[(HA3HAqEHHOll J�JIH CTEILifA Eutal 

'.\fapHH Smmrnoaa, *MHmrn Korne1um, '.\lap1rn Pei,eHeBa, Hao Ilpom: 

1f1icmumy,n neop2a1-1,u«<?c1.ou xu.Muu CAH, l{y6paec,w 5, 842 36 Bpamuc.ML6a 
*Jlay•mo-uccJ1e806ameJ1,bCKui1 u npoe1.mnb1i1 w,cmumym cme1..ia, np. CHP 20,

912 50 TpeH'4llH 

Ha 0C'h0B8HHH pe:iyJihTaTOB MUTepnaJib'hOrO 6aJiaHca ra3oo6pa3Hb1X npO/�YKTOB peam\HH 
II C HCITOJJh30BaHneM /l3JlbHeiiUIHX aHa.iIHTHqecKHX MeTOAOB (rtg- H DSC-aHaJJH3a, DTA, 
aTOMHhIH rneKTpUJibHhIH anaJIH3) pa3paGOTaJIH ROJlll'IeCTBeHHOe onncaH!ie XHMHqe('KJIX npo
lWCCOB H :mTaJibHHqecKHX npeapaIHeHHll B OTnpeccoBaHHOH CTeKBOMacce ]\;JR CTeKJia Eutal, 
HarpeBaeMoii B ITOTOKe ra30B COCTaBOM ITPOAYKTOB cropaHirn npHpOAHOro ra3a B HHTepBaJie 
<25 °C, 800 °C) co c1wpocThI0 H3MeHeHHH TeMnepaTypw 10 °C . Mmr1

. llp11 Harpeaax oT
AeJILHI,IX OTrrpeccoBaHHhIX 113/J.8J!Hlf CTeKJIOMaCChl Eutal B ;.\8HHhIX Jia6opaTOpHI.rX ycJIOBHRX 
TepMtt'Iet.:KHM pacna,IOM Bi,Ji_\eJIHJI3Ch npa KTH'IC('KH BCll CTPYKTYPHO- CBH3aHHaR BO;\a Il3 
H3130J u H3 HaOJIHHa II npn6JIH3HTeJILHO 67 % ABYOKHCH yt'Jiepoi-\a CO2 (r) H3 AOJJOMHTa 
If H3BeCTHRKa. PeaKJ�HHMH KOMITOHeHTOB, COAepmaJHHX 6op, C HeKOTOphlMH COCT8Bllh1MH 
qacTHMH 06pa3y10TcR B HarpeaaeMoii cTeKJJOMac.ce B �enoM TeM11epaTyp110M npe;i.eJie 6opaTw 
KaJih I\HR, npemAe acero C:aO. B20J, 2 CaO. 3 B203 p 2 CaO. B203. Ilpn TeMnepaTypax 
B1,11ue 500 °C o6pa3yJOTcH GopaTh! aJIIOMHHHR 9 AhOJ . 2 B203 n 2 AhOJ . B203, a npu TeM
uepaTypax BJJJUe 700 °C o6pa3yIOTCH cpa3w 2 MgO. B20J, CaO. 2 AhOJ , MgO, Cao 11 /'Ip. 
Ilepexo;i.oM CB060AH0l'O B 20J B CBR3aHHYI0 cpopMy ITOHH>KaIOTCll ero HOTep11 113 CTeKHOMaCChT, 

Bhl3WBaeM1Je peaKTIIBHhlM yJrnTyqi,rnanneM IIO/( 11eii.cTBHeM BO/'IHHOro napa. Ilpe;1noJrarneTc11 
o6u�an BeJIH'!HHa rrpHpona 3HTaJibf!HH, Heo6xo;\HMOH /(:JH narpeBa OT1Ipecr0BaHHOH CTeRJIO
Mat:Chl Eutal c 3-4 %-oii: If('.XOi-\HOii B.ilalKHOCTLIO n Ha peaKJ�Jrn, KOTOphlC B Heii: npOTeKaJOT 
B npeAem1x 25-800 °C B /\8HHbIX ycHOBHIIX, t:,,. h( < 25 °c, 800 °c >) = 1 630-1 670 K/1,lH . 
. Kr-•. 

Puc. 1. Mamepua.lll,Hbit'i 6a,ia11,c B20J B ornnpPcoeaHHblX uaOeJ1,u11,x c11ie1,J1,o.1,iacc1,i OJ1,.<i anti.Jl,a 
Eutal, naepe0aeMbtX e nonw,;e npoi}y!imo6 ceopaHun np11po811020 eaaa: 
a) 2patjiu1, me.ttnepamyp11oii, aaeucuMocmu cooep:»eaH!lR cuo6081-1,oeo B203 ll omnpeeco
eaHHblX uai}e11,u.1tx,
6) epatjiui. meMnepamypHoi1 aaeucuMocmu B20J, xu.m111,ec1.u ca.1taaHnoeo t1 euoe 6opa
moe e omnpeccoeaHH.blX uaOeJ1,u.1tx,
e) epatjiui. meMnepamypHoi1 aaeucu.Mocmu nomepb 13202 B 6.wai.y10 epeoy r,mr1pl'eet1-
eanH020 uai}eJ1,ll.1t.
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Puc. 2. TeMnepamypna11, aaeucuMocmb uaMenenu11, anma.tbnuu cmeKAOMaCcM OMJ cmenaa 
Eutal, naepeeaeMoi1 e npeoeaax 25-800 °C: • - o6u+ee uaMenenue 1mma.nnuu, 
0 - uaMenenue mepMu..ecnoeo cooep:>1Canu11, cl,cme.Mw (6ea pean[fuonnou anma.t1rnuu), 
D - peayabmamw pa6ombi [5]. 
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